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A COORDINATED DOCKING APPROACH

BASED ON EMBEDDED VISION
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Abstract

Docking is an essential yet challenging problem to the deployment

of marsupial robotic system involving a mother robot and several

child robots, as the technologies such as rail-line tracking and global

vision measurement are not suitable for applications in unknown

environments. This chapter presents a coordinated docking approach

based on embedded vision of the child robot collaborated by the

mother robot with an innovative lifting docking station. The child

robot utilizes a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)

camera to capture and extract image features related to a benchmark

attached on the docking station, and the internal correlation between

its heading direction and the entry direction of docking station

is then derived, which makes the docking process be concise and

convenient. On this basis, a coordinated docking task model is built

and the transition conditions among task states are presented. The

precision analysis of the docking is also discussed. The experimental

results prove the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Multi-robot system has been attracting more and more
attentions with advantages such as parallelism and robust-
ness [1]. Existing researches have focused on the problems
of tasks and resource distribution, conflict resolution, coop-
erative planning, swarm intelligence, etc [2]–[6]. With the
expansion of applications, it is noted that some practical
tasks involving environmental detection, mine exploration
or survival search and rescue often require the robots to
entrance many narrow spaces, which means the size of
robots shall be reduced with on-board battery and com-
puting ability. As a result, the long-distance travel for
these robots becomes fatal. How to adapt narrow envi-
ronments for a multi-robot system with powerful voyage
ability becomes a challenging issue.
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Inspired by nature, marsupial animals like kangaroos,
Murphy et al. offered an innovative solution named mar-
supial robotic society [7]. A typical marsupial robotic team
consists of a transporting mother robot and several size-
limited but power-restricted child robots. With smaller
sizes and special skills, child robots adapt to specific
environments or tasks that are beyond scopes and abil-
ities of the mother robot. With the assistance of local-
ization, signal relay, power recharge and especially the
long-distance transportation from the mother robot, the
child robots can overcome defects caused by the shortage
of resources. In marsupial robotic systems, an individual
member may have different types: unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV), unmanned surface vehicle (USV),
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) or autonomous underwa-
ter vehicle (AUV). At present, the developed categories
of marsupial robotic systems [8]–[12] include UGV-UGV
system, USV-UAV alliance, UGV-UAV cooperation and
AUV-AUV combination. As one of the most widely
used type, UGV-UGV marsupial system receives more
attentions, especially in the field of urban exploration and
rescue. The marsupial robotic system with the Mobile
Automated Characterization System (MACS) and Re-
duced Access Characterization Subsystem (RACS) was de-
signed to characterize intense levels of indoor radiation [13].
MACS is a large mobile automated system, and it utilizes
multi-radiation detectors to characterize spacious rooms,
while RACS takes effect in narrow floor space that is in-
accessible to MACS. Dellaert et al. used a wheeled mobile
robot to carry four-legged Aibo robots for survival rescue
[14]. The wheeled mobile robot serves as the role of mother
to provide computation and sensor resources to map scenes
after a disaster, and each Aibo robot is transported to
explore suspicious locations of survivors with an on-board
camera capturing images and transmitting them to the
console. The Silver Bullet–Bujold team presented another
practical marsupial robotic system where the mother robot
Silver Bullet provides power and on-board computation
resource, and the child robot Bujold changes its shape to
adapt to the environment for capturing information with
the on-board camera and microphone [15]. A similar sys-
tem was exploited for application in rescue concerning mine
disasters [16]. Papanikolopoulos and coworkers have been
dedicated to the marsupial robotics for years with con-
tributions on design of miniature robots, docking station,
longevity optimization and power management [17]–[20].
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Docking is especially important for marsupial robots,
which requires accurate control on both relative position
and orientation between the child robot and its mother
robot. Because the child robots usually work in unknown
environments with limited sensors/computation resource,
the traditional pose sensing and servoing technologies are
not suitable for them, such as navigation reckoning with a
priori maps, global vision measurement via a fixed over-
head camera or rail-line patrol relying on magnetic and
photoelectric detectors. Fortunately, vision-based docking
with an on-board camera offers a better option. In [21] and
[22], visual benchmarks were mounted on the docking sta-
tion. The child robots capture the images via the on-board
cameras and transmit them to a PC for image processing
whose results are returned to the child robots for decision
making. A robust vision algorithm using adaptation and
imprinting for docking was proposed in [23], which ran on
the mother robot. In [2] and [24], a camera was mounted
on the top of docking station to direct the child robot
docking into it.

The docking based on wired image transmission shall
limit the activity range of the child robot. This problem
can be resolved by transmitting images wirelessly to the
mother robot. However, it shall be unstable considering the
limited wireless bandwidth and unexpected disturbance.
The method based on visual observation of the mother
robot does not require image transmission. Unfortunately,
the visual field is limited due to the smaller size of the child
robot and downward pose of camera fixed on the station,
which leads to a reduced effective docking zone. In order to
deal with these problems, the autonomous docking based
on embedded vision of child robot becomes promising.
In addition, very few reports on docking involving the
motion of the mother robot have been given, although
the participation of the mother robot shall simplify the
alignment difficulty of relative pose and reduce the task
execution time.

The contribution of this chapter is as follows. It
presents an embedded vision-based docking approach that
involves the motion of the mother robot for fast docking.
Specifically, according to the extracted features of the
benchmark, the internal correlation between the entry
direction of docking station and the heading of child robot
are derived, which makes the docking process become
concise and convenient to be applied.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 formulates the problem to be investigated.
The docking approach including the internal correlation
between the entry direction of docking station and the
heading of child robot is given in detail in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 demonstrates the experimental results and Section
5 concludes the chapter.

2. Problem Statement

The results of this chapter are motivated by the prob-
lem of coordinated docking for the marsupial robotic
system, where the child robot is required to enter the
docking station autonomously and quickly based on em-
bedded vision with the coordination of the mother robot.

Figure 1. The coordinated docking based on embedded
vision.

As shown in Fig. 1, a docking station with a lifting plat-
form is mounted at the rear of the mother robot and a
benchmark formed by four equal rectangle blocks with two
colours is hanged on the lifting platform. Clearly, there are
two crossing line segments corresponding to colour border,
and the horizontal one is labelled as HGS with its mid-
point labelled as Ih. A camera is fixed on the child robot,
inclined upward with an angle θ(θ∈ (0, π/2)).

We establish the camera coordinate frame {C} with
its ZC axis being the optic axis of the camera. Taking an
arbitrary point P in HGS , the coordinate (cy, cz) of point
P in the YCZC plane of {C} can be calculated as follows:

⎧⎨
⎩

cy = (d+ h tan θ)sin θ − h sec θ

cz = (d+ h tan θ)cos θ
(1)

where h(h> 0) is the altitude difference between HGS and
the camera and d is the lateral distance between the point
P and the camera. Besides, we also build a ground frame
{R} for the child robot, as shown in Fig. 2. Its origin
OR is the projection point of the camera on the ground,
and YR axis is coincident with its heading direction. H ′

GS

is the projection of HGS in {R}, and its normal vector is

described with
−−→
V E(cosα, sinα) where α(α∈ (0, π)) is the

entry angle of the docking station. The projection point of
Ih in {R} is labelled as E(xe, ye). When the line segment
HGS is captured by the camera, the angle between the

vector
−−→
V E and the position vector

−−−→
ORE shall be an acute

one, then we have formula (2):

−−−→
ORE · −−→V E = xe cosα+ ye sinα > 0 (2)

From Fig. 2, the x-coordinate cx of point P in {C} is
equal to that of point P ′ in {R}, where P ′ is the projection
of P in {R}. Then, we have

cx = xe − (d− ye) tanα (3)

Therefore, the image coordinates (up, vp) of an arbi-
trary point P in HGS in {C} is obtained as follows:

⎡
⎣up

vp

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣kx 0 u0

0 ky v0

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
cx/cz

cy/cz

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)
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Figure 2. The projection of horizontal colours borderline
segment HGS in {R}.

where kx and ky are the scale factors of u and v axes in
the image plane, and (u0, v0) are the coordinates of the
principal point in the image plane.

The child robot extracts the image features of the
benchmark. The horizontal coordinate uh of Ih, the imag-
ing slope kh of HGS in the image plane, and the hori-
zontal coordinate length su of HGS are utilized to direct
the motion of the child robot. These features instead of
image/video data are transmitted to the mother robot for
an effective coordination.

With the definitions and symbols mentioned above,
the objective of this chapter is stated as follows.

Given a UGV-UGV marsupial robotic system whose
child robot is assembled with an on-board camera, find
a coordinated scheme that steers the child robot and
the mother robot based on the extracted image features
(uh, kh, su) such that the system achieves a fast docking
without the calibration of the camera.

3. The Coordinated Docking Approach

3.1 Image Features Extraction

This chapter considers the benchmark with red and green
coloured rectangle blocks (see Fig. 1). The image fea-
tures are extracted based on loose colour attributes and
arrangement of these blocks. The first step is to search
the pixel points possibly surrounding Ih, and it starts from
the upper left pixel. According to the colour attributes
around Ih, for the pixel point (i, j) whose main component
is red, we shall check whether the main components of pixel
points (i, j+8), (i+8, j+8) and (I +8, j) are green, red
and green, respectively. The pixel points passing all checks
are combined into either the nearest candidate group or a
new group. After the traverse process is finished, the can-
didate group with maximum number NG of pixel points is
chosen with the premise of NG ≥TN , where TN is a given
threshold. The coordinates values of all pixel points in the
chosen group are averaged as that of Ih(uh, vh).

Figure 3. An illustration of image features extraction,
where uh =293, Su =39 and kh =−0.0762.

Next, lateral red/green border pixel points are searched
to extract kh. Take the left search as an example. A pixel
point (ui, vi) is regarded as a lateral border point if the
main component of (ui, vi − 2) and (ui, vi +2) are red and
green, respectively. With all lateral border points, su is
acquired and the least square fitting method is utilized to
calculate the imaging slope kh as follows:

kh =

Su∑
i=1

(ui − u) (vi − v)

Su∑
i=1

(ui − u)2
(5)

where u and v are the mean values of ui and vi, respectively.
Figure 3 gives an illustration for a real image captured

by the CMOS camera of the child robot, where the chosen
candidate group is labelled in black circle with NG =120,
and the horizontal border HGS is extracted and outlined.

3.2 Implications of Image Features for Docking

When the child robot points at the docking station, uh is
close to the vertical bisector of the image and su increases
as the docking distance decreases. In order to achieve
autonomous docking for the child robot, the analysis of
internal correlation between its heading direction and the
entry direction of docking station is very meaningful. Let
us take two arbitrary points A and B in HGS , and the
theoretical imaging slope kh of kh is derived with formulas
(1), (3) and (4):

kh =
vA − vB
uA − uB

=
−kyh cosα

kx(xe cosα+ ye sinα+ h tan θ sinα) cos θ

(6)

Under the constraints described by formula (2) with
θ ∈ (0, π/2) and h> 0, the denominator of formula (6) is
always positive, which means that the algebraic sign of kh
depends on

−−→
V E(cosα, sinα). Therefore, we have

Remark 1: When the vector
−−→
V E(cosα, sinα) is in ac-

cordance with the heading of child robot, α=π/2 . From
formula (6), the value of kh is 0, which implies that the
imaging line segment of HGS is horizontal in the image
plane. kh is negative when α<π/2 and vice versa.
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Remark 2: When the camera points at the entrance of
docking station, the absolute value |kh| is positively cor-
related with the angular offset |π/2 −α| and negatively
correlated with the distance between the child robot and
its mother robot. Furthermore, if the image features
kh and su meet the constraint set {|kh| ≥

∣∣ikh∣∣ ∩ su ≥
isu|(ikh, isu) ∈ flist, i = 1, 2, ...}, where flist is a list of
recorded image features when the child robot is put at
different positions with a criterion distance around the
benchmark, it can be confirmed that the distance from
the child robot to docking station is no more than this
criterion distance.

Remark 3: Before the child robot moves straight di-
rectly to board the lifting platform of docking station, it
is required to move closely to the entrance and match
its heading with the entrance direction of the docking
station, that is

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

kh ∈ (−Δk,Δk)

uh ∈
(
W/2−Δu,W/2 + Δu

)
su ≥ seu

(7)

where W is the width of the image, Δu and Δk are
tolerance margins of uh and kh, respectively, seu is a
pre-measured image feature criterion of su under a
visual perception criterion distance de along the entry
direction of docking station.

3.3 Coordinated Docking

In the following, a coordinated scheme involving the child
robot and its mother robot is presented with the utilization
of image features (uh, kh, su). As shown in Fig. 4, the
docking process is described as follows. First, the child
robot rotates on the spot, so does the mother robot but
with a slower angular speed to make sure the benchmark
to be captured by the child robot. Later, the child robot
approaches the docking station with the guide of image
feature uh until it reaches to the surrounding area of
the station according to Remark 2. In the same time,
the mother robot rotates to align the station pose with
Remark 1. After that, the mother robot still rotates on
the spot slowly, and the child robot advances and rotates
alternately until the formula (7) in Remark 3 is met (see
Fig. 4(c)). It is noted that if the child robot cannot extract
the image features in a few successive frames, it shall rotate
on the spot to capture the benchmark again. Finally, the
child robot moves straight and boards the lifting platform
of docking station. This platform shall elevate the child
robot to its expected storing capsule, as shown in Fig.
4(d). As stated above, the child robot has four task states
including linking, approaching, matching, and directed
states, and the mother robot possesses three task states,
such as linking, aligning, and directing states, as shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Coordinated docking between the child robot
and mother robot.

Figure 5. Task model of the coordinated docking.

The transition conditions C1 ∼C4 are given by refer-
ring to the Remarks in Section 3.2, where C1 shows that
the benchmark is captured; C2 shows that the child robot
approaches the station with a certain range around the
docking station (see Remark 2); C3 shows that the image
features satisfy the restrictions by Remark 3; C4 shows
that the image features have been lost for a few successive
frames. The flow chart of the docking is given in Fig. 6.

3.4 Precision Analysis

A successful docking depends on the width deviation Δxe

and entry direction offset Δα in the final docking stage, as
illustrated in Fig. 7, where the coordinate of projection
point of Ih in {R} is E(Δxe, de), and Δε is the angle

between YR-axis and
−−−→
ORE; be and bc are the width of

entrance of the docking station and the width of the child
robot, respectively.

From Fig. 7, it is seen that a successful docking should
satisfy the following formula:

be cos |Δα|
2

> |Δxe|+ bc
2

(8)
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Figure 6. The flow chart of the coordinated docking.

Figure 7. The width deviation and entry direction offset
in {R}.

The influence factors of width deviation Δxe and entry
direction offset Δα involve the extracting deviations of
image features, the tolerance margins Δu and Δk and the
optical deviation angle Δδ of the camera. Among these
factors, Δu and Δk are given values and Δδ is available
with the specification of the used camera. Therefore, we
fix our attention on the extracting deviations of image
features. According to the detail depicted in Section 3.1,
uh is the mean horizontal coordinate of pixel points in the
chosen candidate group with multiple sub-teams, and every
point of which consists of four pixel points surrounding
Ih. The centre coordinates of every sub-team are supposed
to satisfy a uniform distribution within the range of 8× 8

pixels around Ih, and we have the square deviation of
centre horizontal coordinate for every sub-team as follows:

Duf =
1

64

∫
8
0

∫
8
0(u− 4)2dudv (9)

Thus, we estimate the standard deviation Eu of the
extracting deviation of uh with formula:

Eu ≤
√

4Duf/TN (10)

Figure 8 gives the geometry model of field of view
(FOV) θf and image size for the camera, where W and H
are the width and height of image, respectively. Here, we
choose the triple standard deviations as the upper limits of
the extracting deviations of image features. From Fig. 8,
Δε is deduced as follows:

|Δε| ≤ arctan

(
3Eu +Δu√
H2 +W 2/2

∗ tan(θf/2) + tan(Δδ)

)
(11)

Then, according to Δxe = de tan(Δε), where de is the
critical visual perception distance, we have

|Δxe| < de

(
3Eu +Δu√
H2 +W 2/2

∗ tan(θf/2) + tan(Δδ)

)
(12)

However, as shown in formula (5), the imaging slope
kh shall be calculated by the least square fitting method.
Assume that the v-coordinate vi of every border pixel point
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Figure 8. The geometry model of FOV θf and image size
for the camera.

satisfies a uniform distribution within a range of ±2 pixels,
one can obtain the square deviation of vi as follows.

Dvi =
1

4

∫ 2

−2
v2dv (13)

The standard deviation Ek of the extracting deviation
of kh is calculated as follows:

Ek =

√√√√√√√D

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

su∑
i=0

(i− su/2) (vi − v)

su∑
i=0

(i− su/2)
2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ≈

√√√√√ Dvi

seu∑
i=1

(i− seu/2)
2

(14)

Combining formulas (6) and (14), we have:∣∣∣∣ kyh

kx(Δxe + de tan(Δα+ π/2) + h tan θ tan(Δα+ π/2)) cos θ

∣∣∣∣

< 3

√√√√√ Dvi

seu∑
i=1

(i− seu/2)
2

+Δk (15)

From formula (15), the upper limit of the absolute
value of Δα shall be estimated under the condition of
kx ≈ ky as:

|Δα| < arctan
de + h tan θ∣∣∣∣∣h sec θ/(3

√
Dvi/

seu∑
i=1

(i− seu/2)
2 +Δk)− |Δxe|

∣∣∣∣∣
(16)

4. Experiments

4.1 The Prototype of Marsupial Robotic System
and Precision Calculation

Figure 9 shows the marsupial robotic system prototype
used to verify the proposed approach. The related param-
eters are shown in Table 1.

Figure 9. The prototype of experimental marsupial robotic
system.

Table 1
Parameters for the Experimental Marsupial Robotic

System

Item Value

Width of entrance of the docking 19 cm

station be

Width of the child robot bc 17 cm

Upper obliquity angle of the camera θ 15◦

Altitude difference between HGS and 23 cm

the camera h

Image size of camera (W×H) 640× 480

Angle of FOV for the camera θf 61◦

Optical deviation angle Δδ <1.5◦

Threshold used to extract 32

midpoint TN

Image feature tolerance margin Δu 5

Image feature tolerance margin Δk 0.02

Visual perception criterion distance de 22 cm

Pre-measured image feature criterion seu 203

Calculate the values of Dui and Dvi in formu-
las (9) and (13), then take them with TN and seu
into formulas (10) and (14), we get Eu ≤ 0.8165 and
Ek ≈ 0.0014. On this basis, we can estimate |Δxe|<
0.817 cm and |Δα|< 0.96◦ according to formulas (12) and
(16). Then, we have be cos|Δα|/2>be cos 0.96

◦
/2=9.498

and |Δxe|+ bc/2< 0.817+ bc/2=9.317, which means that
the condition for a successful docking represented in
formula (8) is satisfied.
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Figure 10. The video snapshots of experiment I.

Figure 11. The results of Experiment I: (a) the docking trajectory; (b) the variations of image features.

4.2 The Experimental Results

Several experiments are conducted to test the effectiveness
of the proposed coordinated docking approach. Figure 10
gives the video snapshots of experiment I. The docking
trajectory of child robot is described in Fig. 11(a), where
Sc is the starting position of the child robot with an
initial heading back to the mother robot. The variations
of image features are depicted in Fig. 11(b), where u*
and s* are the normalized values of uh and su divided
by image width W . One can see that no image features
are extracted at the beginning and the two robots are in
linking state. After the image features are extracted, u*
is adjusted to 0.5 after an overshoot and kept to be near
0.5, which means the benchmark is kept near the centre of
the image. The value of s* increases on the whole trend as

the child robot approaches. As to kh, its value fluctuates
obviously at the beginning due to inadequate pixel points
for HGS fitting. As s* increases, kh becomes sensitive to
the motion of the mother robot until it steadies near zero,
which manifests that the heading direction of child robot is
basically in coincidence with the entry direction of docking
station. Finally, the child robot enters the docking station
smoothly.

Experiment II considers the case with an interference.
Figures 12 and13 show the video snapshots and the result
curves, respectively. When the child robot is in position A,
it is moved manually to position B with its back towards
the benchmark. The variations of task states are depicted
in Fig. 14. It can be observed that although the image
features are missing, the child robot does not change its
approaching state immediately but moves a short distance
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Figure 12. Video snapshots of experiment II.

Figure 13. The results of experiment II: (a) the docking trajectory with an interference; (b) the variations of image features.

Figure 14. The variations of task states for the child robot and its mother robot. (a) shows the states of the child robot and
c_state=1, 2, 3 and 4 corresponds to linking, approaching, matching and directed states, respectively. (b) describes the
states of the mother robot and m_state=1, 2 and 3 corresponds to linking, aligning and directed states, respectively.
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Figure 15. Departure locations of the child robot in exper-
iment III.

Figure 16. Trajectories of coordinated docking with inde-
pendent docking in departure location of 1.

until it switches to linking state to continue the task, while
the mother robot keeps in aligning state. Finally, the child
robot boards the lifting platform and gets into its storing
capsule.

Experiment III describes the comparison in an indoor
environment between the coordinated docking approach
and the independent docking approach. The latter only
considers the autonomous motion of child robot with-
out involving the mother robot. As shown in Fig. 15,
10 departure locations are settled for the child robot.
For every location, three trials are executed with each
approach. Figure 16 describes the trajectories of these
two docking approaches with departure location of 1. It is
seen that the trajectory of coordinated docking is evi-
dently shorter than that of the other. Figure 17 gives the

Figure 17. The comparison of average times with different
departure locations for two kinds of docking in experi-
ment III.

Figure 18. The verification of the repeatability of the pro-
posed approach.

comparison of average times with different departure loca-
tions for two docking approaches. One can conclude that
the coordinated docking is much more economized with
most departure locations. As for the locations of 5 and 6,
the difference is not obvious because the entry direction of
docking station is almost in accordance with the heading of
child robot, which means that the mother robot only makes
slight adjustment to contribute the coordinated docking.

To test the repeatability of the proposed approach, 240
trials are conducted in an outdoor environment as shown
in Fig. 9. There are eight grades according to the distance
dmc between the mother robot and the child robot, and
dmc is chosen from 0.5m with an increment of 0.3m. For
each grade, 30 trials with random relative directions are
executed. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 18,
which describes the curve of one-time success rate with the
variation of dmc. One can see that the minimal success
rate is 86.7% (26 out of 30 trials). A possible reason for
a few failure cases comes from a poor image acquisition of
CMOS camera utilized by the child robot.

Conclusion

This chapter proposes a coordinated docking approach for
a marsupial robotic system with a new docking station to
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retrieve/deploy child robots flexibly. Based on the internal
correlation between the heading direction of the child robot
and the entry direction of docking station, we develop a
docking task model, which provides the basis of mother–
child coordination. The experiment results show that the
proposed approach fulfil a quick docking with a shorter
journey and less time consumption It should be noted
that the results proposed in this chapter can not only be
used for marsupial robotic systems but also contribute to
other researches such as the self-reconfigurable robots and
intelligent vehicles.
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